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Singapore has worked hard to establish a superb ecological kingdom, thereby contributing to global
ecology, with its bushy rich plants and greenery, also sporting lot of animal kingdom both land
based and water borne. The country nurtures a number of gardens, preserving carefully its forestry
and it is the delight of every visitor to  roam around the green venues winning everyoneâ€™s heart. In a 
Singapore Trip, following three important places will enhance the delight of the visitor:

â€¢Singapore Botanic garden which has beautiful lakes, animals, interesting lizards,  flowers and
plants, and also rare specimen of the regionâ€™s first rubber tree orchards, which is open daily and
takes almost 2 hours for one to walk through.

â€¢National Orchid Garden, having lovely paths and walkways, giving opportunity to enjoy seeing
variety of orchids in the world

â€¢Singapore Zoo, which hosts variety of animals pleasing everyoneâ€™s taste and interest and also
giving opportunity for a boat ride in a lake for watching water based animals.

The traveler who takes up a Singapore trip will have the chance and pleasure of visiting a number of
shopping malls, which include

â€¢Campong Glam, a historical  district in Singapore hosting colourful shops and restaurants, where
one can also have hearty shopping at Bugis Junction, an ever alive Bugis Street market.

â€¢Holland Village, which is situated along Lorong Mambarg, hosting live music joints and a treasure
trove for those crave for arts and crafts, and it is here one can buy things from Limâ€™s Arts and Living,
a mammoth store for these items, a must visit place during Singapore holidays.

â€¢China Town, made up of exotic pre-war shop houses, including Chinese emporium Yue Hwa,
selling authentic Chinese products, people make Singapore trip specifically for this purpose.

â€¢Little India, composed of variety of shopping joints, particularly the world famous 24 hour shopping
joint, Mustafa Centre, besides Tekka  Market food joints, and a number of lanes and avenues
hosting shops of variety of items

â€¢Orchard Road, which delivers items of oneâ€™s heartâ€™s content, with its Tangling Shopping Centre,
ION Orchard and Orchard Central

The travelers who capture collection items, the shops at Marina Bay Sands would offer such a
number of shopping malls that one would go round and round  shopping there , still not having mind
to leave the City from oneâ€™s Singapore trip.

Singaporeâ€™s Changi airport is also rich with a number of facilities that by itself it makes a place of
visit during Singapore trip, for it has such a large section of shopping, entertainment and eating
houses.
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a Singapore Trip - Book Singapore Tours & travel packages at MakeMyTrip. Singapore Tour
& holiday Packages can be customized. Plan a tourism, travel to Singapore and its various
tourist attractions with Singapore holiday packages. Explore exciting Singapore Tourism with cheap
vacation packages.
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